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Anomaly detection with low false positive rate
Semi-supervised learning for maximizing partial AUC

Abstract
The partial area under a receiver operating characteristic curve (pAUC) is a performance measurement for binary
classification problems that summarizes the true positive rate with the specific range of the false positive rate.
Obtaining classifiers that achieve high pAUC is important in a wide variety of applications, such as anomaly detection
and medical diagnosis. Although many methods have been proposed for maximizing the pAUC, existing methods require
many labeled data for training. We propose a semi-supervised learning method for maximizing the pAUC, which trains a
classifier with a small amount of labeled data and a large amount of unlabeled data. To exploit the unlabeled data, we
derive two approximations of the pAUC: the first is calculated from positive and unlabeled data, and the second is
calculated from negative and unlabeled data. A classifier is trained by maximizing the weighted sum of the two
approximations of the pAUC and the pAUC that is calculated from positive and negative data.
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PAUC : Area Under the ROC Curve when α≤False positive rate≤β
Evaluation measurement for binary classifiers when positive and negative
sample size is unbalanced
Applications: Anomaly detection and medical diagnosis: reduce costs by
reducing false alarm
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Objective function: weighted sum of three pAUCs
𝐿 = 𝜆1 pAUC1 𝛼, 𝛽 + 𝜆2 pAUC2 𝛼, 𝛽 + 𝜆3 pAUC3 𝛼, 𝛽
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